Parent involvement at home

Did you know that supporting your child's education begins at home? Consider these everyday ways to talk about school, deepen his learning, and keep track of school news.

**Foster a positive attitude**

If you're enthusiastic about school, your youngster is likely to be as well. Ask him about projects he's working on or topics he's studying. Be sure to listen closely, and follow up with questions or comments. Also, you can influence his attitude toward teachers by being positive. ("Mrs. Reeves picked a really cool field trip for your class. I can't wait to hear about it.")

**Stay up to date**

Be aware of what's happening in your youngster's classroom, school, and district. Subscribe to email lists, read newsletters, and check websites. Mention upcoming activities to your youngster (school carnival, class play) that you might attend together. Also, put important dates (book fair, math night) on your calendar. It will show your youngster that his school is a priority.

**Tie learning to his world**

Show your child how what he learns is useful outside of school. If he's studying clouds, ask him to identify types you see in the sky and try to predict whether you'll need an umbrella. Or challenge him to spot vocabulary words on window signs or package labels, and talk about how they're used in different ways.

**Connect at conferences**

Fall parent-teacher conferences are the perfect opportunity to strengthen the bridge between home and school. Here are tips.

**Before.** Watch for notices in your email or your youngster's backpack, and sign up for a time slot. Also, prepare ahead of time by looking over your child's work and listing questions you want to ask.

**During.** Listen to the teacher's feedback on how your youngster is doing, then ask your questions. Be sure to have the teacher explain anything you don't understand.

**After.** Talk with your child about the conference. Point out what she's doing well (reading more challenging books, finishing classwork) and areas that need improvement (writing legibly, taking turns).
Bullying is everyone’s business

Good news: Your youngster can use strategies to help kids who are bullied and to protect herself if she’s a target. Suggest these ideas for handling bullying situations safely and effectively.

If she’s a witness: Your child should get a teacher or another adult right away if she sees someone being physically harmed. If a classmate is verbally bullied (being called names, for instance), it’s best to ignore the bully. Instead, your youngster might give the person being targeted an escape (“We need to go to lunch now”). She could also offer to go with the person to tell a grown-up.

If she’s a target: Let your child know it’s never okay for someone to bully her. She can help to discourage a bully by trying not to react or show she’s upset or angry. Also, explain that it’s important to tell the school counselor or her teacher about bullying. She shouldn’t feel embarrassed or that she’s “tattling.” Speaking up can help stop the bullying—and keep another youngster from being targeted.

ACTIVITY CORNER

Graphic organizers for the win

Graphic organizers are a visual way for your child to organize information in any subject. Share these activities.

Juggling monkey

To plan a report, suggest that your youngster draw a monkey juggling coconuts. If he’s writing a social studies paper on a state, he could put his topic (say, Virginia) on the monkey’s belly. Then, he can label each coconut with a fact he needs to find (capital, population). As he researches, he can add information to each coconut (Richmond, 8.5 million).

Football field

When your child writes a persuasive essay, have him first draw a football field. He can write each side of an issue in a separate end zone (“Kids should have chores,” “Kids should not have chores”). On each half of the field, he should write statements to support the view in that end zone. Examples: “Teaches responsibility” on the pro-chores side, “Interferes with play time” on the anti-chores side.

Could it be ADHD?

My first grader, Anthony, seems easily distracted and sometimes has trouble sitting still. When my friend’s child was diagnosed with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, I wondered if Anthony could have it, too.

I talked to our pediatrician and found out that just because a child gets distracted or wiggly doesn’t mean he has ADHD. He might just be excited or need to burn off energy. He suggested that I talk to Anthony’s teacher, and he gave me a form the teacher can fill out if she’s concerned.

The teacher said Anthony’s attention span is normal for his age and that it should continue to grow as the year goes on. She’s going to keep the form on hand. If she notices problems, she’ll let me know right away, and I can follow up with the pediatrician. I’m relieved that Anthony is on track—and that his doctor and teacher are on my “team.”

Explain your math strategy

Q: My daughter’s teacher often writes “Explain your thinking” on her graded math assignments. How can I encourage my child to do this?

A: When your daughter works on math problems, it’s important that she understands what she’s doing and why. Explaining her thinking is one way for her to check on her own understanding—and to show the teacher what she needs help with.

At home, your daughter could think out loud. Have her look over completed homework and ask herself questions like, “When I solved 32 x 45, what steps did I take?” and “What other strategy would work?”

You might also invite her to discuss her math thinking during daily activities. For example, say, “We’re having 11 guests for Thanksgiving, and I need 1/3 pound of potatoes per person. How can I figure out how many 5-lb. bags to buy?”